OUR TOMMY
The Life and Times of Tommy Ware, the Bristol lad who kept goal for the City between 1911 and 1914.
He was killed at The Second Battle of Ypres during The Great War.

Prelude. February 2014.

Mells is a quiet Somerset village three miles west
of Frome, a small place with a big history, some
notable connections to the First World War in
particular. The BOUNTYHUNTER had travelled south
to check out the village pub, The Talbot Inn,
because the Sunday Times had improbably just
voted the fifteenth century coaching inn turned
twenty-first century gastro-pub its ‘UK Hotel of the
Year 2013’. Curiosity, and the chance of a day trip
into the Mendips, had got the better of us. And indeed it is a top
notch establishment, if not an hotel (“we’re a pub with rooms”
explained yer man who served us). After we’d enjoyed a splendid
lunch, we went for a nose around the village.
Turn Left out of the pub and Left again and you’re in New Street,
a narrow lane of wobbly cobblestones leading to the parish church
of St. Andrews. Inside the church is a memorial to Raymond
Asquith, whose family home was the village manor house. Asquith
was the eldest son of British Prime Minister Herbert Asquith
(1908-16) and was killed on the Somme in 1916. Also inside the
church is a huge equestrian statue, memorial to Edward Horner,
heir to the Mells estate but also killed during the Great War.
The plinth on which the giant bronze stands was designed like
several limestone structures around the village (including the bus
shelter!) by Sir Edwin Lutyens. We are all familiar with his work,
if not his name, as he also designed the Whitehall Cenotaph in
London. His other famous Great War structure is the Thiepval

Memorial to the Missing of the Somme which has
the names of 72,195 British and South African men
inscribed on it - all killed in the various Battles of
the Somme between 1916 and 1918 but whose
bodies we re never recovered.
In the churchyard in Mells, shaded by giant Yew
trees, Siegfried Sassoon is buried; awarded the
Military Cross for bravery on the Western Front in
1916 (later recommended, unsuccessfully, for a
Victoria Cross as well) Sassoon is better known as
a First World War poet who depicted the horror and brutality of
the fighting. He was uninterested in jingoism or sentimentality,
choosing instead to satirise incompetent generals, and politicians
who blindly supported the war effort, causing great controversy in
the process.
Echoes of the Great War everywhere, then, in this quiet village.
Then we remembered, hadn’t Rob Newman’s dad been Siegfried
Sassoon’s gardener? Some years after the Great War Sassoon
moved to Heytesbury, a small village a few miles east of Mells, on
the other side of Frome, but not far from the Newman home in
Bradford-on-Avon. This story sounds like an urban myth, or one of
Sir Rowley Birkin’s rambling, barely coherent tall tales, but we’re
pretty sure it’s true! And thus an idea started to form about an
article on the City players whose careers were cut short by the
Great War, or indeed, who never came home. Works by Sir Edwin
Lutyens, below, Left to Right: the Horner memorial in Mells parish church;
Whitehall Cenotaph, of which the plinth in Mells is a miniature; Memorial to
the Missing of the Somme, Thiepval, France.
At the going down of the sun and in the morning, we will remember them.

Harry Clay was City’s goalkeeper for a decade from 1901, right
through the club’s most successful ever period - our first season in
the Football League in 1901/02, League Two Champions in 1905/06
winning promotion to English football’s elite, finishing runners-up
the following season in the First Division, and reaching the FA Cup
Final in 1908/09. Billy Wedlock was the best player in his position
in the country, winning the first of 26 England caps in 1907; Billy
Jones had already become the club’s first international when
playing for England in March 1901; then in 1909, City had two
players playing together for England, both Bedminster born and
bred: full back Joe Cottle capped alongside Wedlock .v. Ireland at
Bradford Park Avenue. Now, if City ever emulate any of that lot,
you’ll have to wake us up with nuclear-strength smelling salts,
we’re telling thee!

before and half an hour before kick-off Harry Clay was also
declared unfit by the club Doctor. Clay insisted on playing, but
could not stop Barnsley completing the double with a 1-0 victory.
For the next four games Tommy played in goal while Clay
recovered, a run of appearances that allowed supporters and press
a chance to get a proper look at the new custodian. The team was
struggling for results, a light-weight attack unable to profit from
ever-reliable defensive and half-back play; but it meant Ware had
plenty to do, and first impressions were favourable: “Ware has a
good physique and plenty of confidence. He saved several good
shots and muffed one or two but, so far, he is the most promising
substitute for Clay… Bauchop had a chance but Ware saved in
brilliant style - proving he was ’alive-o’… when Leonard ran on
again Ware got the ball and sat down, throwing clear when he got
up again… the way he scooped the ball from the feet of Bloomer
was sensational in its way… Ware is doing quite well, and for an
’unknown’ is a success already but he must not require too big a
hat”. (You gotta love that last bit!)

At first glance, the Great War would seem to book-end this highly
successful period quite neatly. Closer inspection though will tell
you tCity’s fortunes had been on the wane for three seasons or so
before the outbreak of war in August 1914. City’s successes more
accurately fit the Edwardian era, i.e. the reign of Edward VII from THE FA CUP OF 1912: Northampton v Bristol City
1901—1910. Season 1910/11 saw relegation from the First Division
and with it an exodus of players; the directors also decided to cut
On 13 January 1912 City travelled to Northampton in Round One
costs across the club in an effort to stem mounting losses (not much
of the Cup. Northampton, managed by up-and-coming manager
has changed in the intervening years has it??).
Herbert Chapman, were unbeaten at home in the Southern League
So season 1911/12 began with a new, mostly young, inexperienced
the BEN predicting a tough cup-tie for City: “It is confidently exteam. The brilliant Wedlock remained but after 10 years
pected Northampton way that the Cobblers will beat Bristol City.
outstanding service keeper Harry Clay had been released. In his
Country exercise forms the backbone of Northampton’s training.
place City recruited Fergus Anderson, a Newcastle lad; W. Davis a They started their long walks on Monday, sprinting and gymnastic
local lad continued as the Reserve keeper. The local press tried to
exercise are also being resorted to. Nine of the regular team are in
be optimistic about City’s prospects but were sceptical about the
the best of condition. Lloyd-Davies the Welsh international saw the
wisdom of letting Clay go, the Bristol Evening News (BEN) stating, Doctor on Monday but it is felt he will take the field against City.
“If there is a doubtful position it is that of goalkeeper”.
Tull* and Tebbutt however are in training as reserves”.
And so it proved. After half a dozen games Anderson was dropped
and Clay was re-signed to take up the gloves. Or flat cap, more
likely. But then Clay was injured, so Anderson was recalled for the
home game against Huddersfield on 2/12/1911; he promptly gave
away two goals, City still managing to win 3-2. Described by the
BEN as “not altogether reliable” it was his last ever game for City
and, given a free transfer soon after, he returned to Newcastle. The
young reserve Davis played the next game, but he gave away the
only goal of the game as City lost 1-0 at Blackpool and never
played for City again either! So an unfit Clay had to play in a 2-0
home win over Glossop on 16/12/1911; fortunately the opposition
had left their shooting boots in Derbyshire. On the same day the
Reserves played at West Ham, a game in which the BEN noted
“another new goalkeeper appears”.
For the next game, away at Hull on 23/12/1911, Clay was unfit.
This meant City were on their fourth keeper in as many games,
and little was known about the debutant other than he was a local
Bristol lad - “Ware, the junior goalkeeper who has done capitally
with the reserve team will receive his baptism of fire” announced
the BEN. (We find it helps to read the press pronouncements of the
period in a Mr. Cholmondeley-Warner style voice. Capital!)

Thus Tommy Ware made his City debut

in a 3-0 defeat at Hull

(“City fail at Hull - Good play by new goalkeeper”) but kept his
place for the game at Barnsley on Christmas Day. Things were
looking up - the team had used the same keeper for two games in a
row! Except they weren’t looking up. For the Boxing Day return
with Barnsley, Tommy was still carrying an injury from the day

*Walter Tull was a remarkable man. Born in 1888 in Folkestone of
dual heritage (Bajan father, English mother), he was sent to an
orphanage at age 8. He signed for Spurs in 1909 but played
infrequently, the reason given in Wikipedia for his failure, if true,
does not reflect well on Bristolians. He joined Northampton in
1911, playing 111 times before enlisting in 1914 with the Footballers Battalion of the Middlesex Regiment. He fought on the Somme
twice, at Ypres and the Battle of Messines. Mentioned in dispatches
for “gallantry and coolness” and recommended for a Military
Cross, unsuccessfully. At the that time the British Army excluded
quote “negroes/mulattos” from holding the rank of commanding
officer, but his superiors sought a commission for him anyway and
in 1917 he became a Second Lieutenant. He was the first man “of
colour” to become an officer in the British Army. Killed in action
during the
Spring
Offensive
of 1918
and his
body never recovered,
Tulls’
name
appears
on the
Arras
Memorial.

Spectators hoping for a keenly fought match were not disappointed
“for the elevens are wonderfully equal in ability and at full strength,
Northampton acknowledged as one of the most successful teams in
the country” wrote the BEN.

they would see him in the club’s ranks next season (Applause.) They
felt sure he had a future before him. Another shareholder said he
hoped there would be no difficulty with the FA in regard to Ware.*
Secretary Mr EJ Locke said that Ware was not purchasing his
discharge. It had been granted in the ordinary way, and was not
subject to the FA”.

‘Centre-Forward’ reported: “The bells of Northampton did not
conduce to the peaceful slumbers of the City players, who arrived
Tommy’s life in the Army was over - for now - and he was set fair
later than expected on Friday night. They stayed at the George
Hotel, near the quaint old parish church, and the occasional ringing for a career as a professional footballer.
of the bells, I am told, troubled several of them. This may have been
*In the summer of 1912 the drums of war had yet to start beating,
a contributory cause to some of the forwards failing, but it is undoubtedly a fact that they compared very unfavourably in physique
and obtaining your Army discharge was perhaps straightforward.
with the Northampton players… the Cobblers’ ground is really half
In 1914 City again arranged for a player, striker Tommy Howarth,
of the county cricket ground and while the playing space is excellent, to gain a discharge from the Army. But this was just months before
the accommodation for the people is somewhat crude. How 15,000
the outbreak of hostilities and the FA were determined to stop
managed to get a view of the game is a mystery…(but) they made a
clubs from persuading fighting men to abandon ’King and
great noise with their rattles, tin trumpets, and other instruments of Country’ and play football instead. So they fined City £50 and
torture… the first half was full of excitement and energy, Ware
suspended Howarth for 12 months. When competitive fixtures
catching the ball and charged over by Lessons. Ware would not let
resumed in 1919 Howarth proved his worth with 14 goals in 36
the leather go but could not clear. There was a deadlock until the
League games + 5 in 5 in the FA Cup as City got to the semi-finals.
referee called a halt... Ware was equally determined in repelling
further Northampton rushes…Ware next saved sensationally from
New season 1912/13 saw City abandon their emphasis on youth
Walden at point blank range”
and sign more experienced players. Relegation the previous season
City’s forwards failed to take any of their scoring chances, and so
had been avoided by the addition in the New Year of forwards
the only goal of the game, scored by the home side, proved decisive: Brough and Bowyer from Liverpool; seven more, five of them
“Walden was allowed to slip by in the second half and his splendid
forwards, were added to beef up an impotent attack. It didn’t work,
centre was conked into the net at express speed. Ware had not a
the team struggled again but a long injury list did not help, the
chance.”
indispensable Wedlock (BEN: “no half back living is quite so good”)
being unavailable for three months from January to March.
The BEN conceded Northampton deserved the victory, but in the
new keeper found a silver lining: “Ware played a splendid game and
THE FA CUP 1913: Liverpool .v. Bristol City
was a deserved favourite with the crowd… (he) is a goalkeeper who
apparently sprang from nowhere after Clay (was) injured and there
On 15 January 1913, City played Liverpool in Round One of the
were disappointments in other directions. The City in fact were
Cup, their confidence boosted by knowing they had won 2-0 at The
hard up just at that particular time and (he) came to the rescue. As
Gate at this stage of the Cup the last time the teams met in 1910.
it transpired he has many claims to City’s consideration, for he is a
The game was played on a Wednesday afternoon, snow having
Bristol boy.”
forced a cancellation the previous Saturday when the country as a
‘Centre-Forward’ commented, for the first of many times to come,
whole was hit by bad weather, only 16 of 32 ties being completed
on Tommy’s agility and bravery: “I was particularly struck by
that day. Billy Wedlock was unfit but had travelled with the team
Ware’s courage and fine confidence. He seemed to enjoy being in
when they set out from Temple Meads the previous Friday: “a little
goal in a cup-tie, had no nerves and was prepared to wrestle with
band of well wishers, which included a number of lady supporters,
the best of the forwards and act the ‘Jack-in-the-box’ when shots
assembled at Temple Meads station to wish the team success in their
came in. Ware, in fact, is a cup-tie goalkeeper, and saved one goal
Cup tie with Liverpool… The players are a perfectly happy family
at least that would have beaten less vigorous keepers”.
and the company which boarded the train today was much more
cheerful than that which made the journey to Northampton for the
Tommy played one more game that season, a fit-again Harry Clay
soon resuming between the sticks. Comments in the BEN indicate he first round game a year ago. It is a great misfortune that Wedlock
would have been unavailable for City’s remaining fixtures anyway,
as he had only been home on Christmas leave from the Army when
drafted in to cover the team’s goalkeeping crisis. This explains why
the press considered him an ’unknown’ - he hadn’t been on City’s
books at all until December 1911. The Census of April 1911 in fact
shows Tommy, aged 25, was based at Muance Barracks, Mersea
Road, Colchester, listed as a musician in the Scots Rifles.
He had made a favourable impression at City, though. Reviewing
season 1911/12 the BEN said; “Ware proved an undoubted
acquisition in view of Clay’s absence, and when he was compelled to
return to his regiment he could safely feel he had done himself and
the City credit”. Then at the club’s AGM in June the directors were
able to announce, “shareholders would be pleased to know that
Ware had succeeded in obtaining his transfer from the Army, and
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Anfield, early 1900’s. Picture taken from the Kop which was a
large uncovered terrace at this time

is unable to play owing to an injured ankle but the team will take
the field with a light heart and can be depended upon to put up a
game struggle all the way. All the men are in the pink of condition,
which has been ensured by the quiet training and baths which they
have indulged in at home.” Wedlock’s half back partner, the skilful
Reuben Marr, was also absent injured.
The game was a microcosm of City’s season: hampered by injuries,
scoring chances were created but again not taken by erratic
forwards - the BEN going so far as to call the Inside forwards
“inept” - the team over-reliant on half backs Wedlock and Marr
(both missing here), dependable full backs (local lad Laurie Banfield
emerging at Left back as the new Joe Cottle) and sound goalkeepers
Harry Clay and Tommy Ware. Clay had started the season as first
choice but was again injured, Tommy replacing him in November
and retaining his place in goal for the remainder of the season.

here, there, and everywhere, so to speak.” (This is taken from a
match-day programme of the time found on lfchistory.net)
The final score was 3-0 but the BEN were again impressed with
Tommy, ‘Centre-Forward’ writing: “Ware gave an heroic and
sensational display and such abandon as he displayed is rarely seen
on a football ground. It is a tribute to him that he had a tremendous
round of cheers when he appeared in the second half”, and also on a
general point: “I am glad to say the City gave Liverpool people a
splendid impression and they will be long remembered at Anfield
Road”.

Tommy continued to distinguish himself for the remainder of season
1912/13, although the team as a whole struggled for what was now a
fourth campaign in a row. The BEN in their review of the season
stating: “The curtain has been rung down and the students of
football have not watched the vicissitudes of the City without
Since first playing Liverpool in 1904/05, City had come out on top in interest. The pity of it is that there are too few real football students
seven of the thirteen matches played, one other being drawn. But
in Bristol, and too many of the class who expect an exact return for
after defeat in this FA Cup tie, things were never so good again
their gate money in the way of goals and points”.
(although a run of two wins and two draws from May 77 to Dec 78
was pretty good, don’t you think, especially as Liverpool were
reigning European champions for three of those fixtures!)
City kicked off at 2pm, “the sun shining mistily when Owers started
before 10,000 spectators… The ground was in a terrible state. It
seemed one mass of grease but it had been cleared of snow and the
touchlines sprinkled with sand”, the game was “a typical Cup game
played with desperate keenness”. Both sides created early chances,
with Ware having to excel himself in goal: “A series of corners and
a thrilling save by Ware roused the spectators enthusiasm to an
intense pitch and rounds of applause greeted the plucky City
goalkeeper. Once he saved at point blank range from Miller and
with the ball a few feet away from goal scrambled through the
players to get it to safety. Then he dropped full length in the mud to
stop a grounder from Parkinson and punched out other shots from
Bristol City FC 1913/14. Tommy Ware is in the back row, fifth from the Left.
the corner… Sensational play followed at the City end, Lacey
(Sadly we were unable to locate photos for the 1911/12 and 1912/13 teams.
whipped in a lovely centre and Parkinson rushed to put on the
finishing touch but Kearns, Ware and Banfield came to the rescue
For new season 1913/14, City appointed George Hedley, a former
and a terrific scrimmage ensued near the goalpost, the ball going
England international, to replace Sam Hollis as manager. The BEN
out for a corner”
approved: ““The selection of Mr George Hedley, a player of ripe
From the Bristol Evening News perspective, the game swung Liver- experience and excellent character, as team manager, has already
pool’s way on the award of a dodgy penalty for the first goal: “The met with approbation, and it only remains for him to show the same
spoil-sport penalty given against Bristol City v Liverpool at Anfield sound judgement and tact off the field as he has shown on the field
to prove of real good service to his new club”.
Road ruined what would have been a splendid Ciup tie – probably
the best of the round; and many of the Liverpool supporters were as
After the previous season’s spate of injuries, Hedley brought a new
enraged as the City crowd…
trainer with him: “Bristol City’s new trainer is Mr Joseph Palmer
“For the first half hour the game was a grand cup fight full of
who, after 21 years in the Army, comes from the Army Gymnastics
thrills, daring play and characterised by tremendous energy and
Club at Aldershot to act as trainer to the Bristol City club. Palmer
pluck, so the spectators wanted nothing better than a straight fight
has played football in the Army, and has trained many military
to the finish and the best team to win. All their airey castles were
teams. His method of training players is on the modern line, and the
rudely swept away by that disastrous spoil sport penalty which reCity team have been learning the art of Swedish drill under his
duced a buoyant and exhilarating game to a red tape anachronism”. guidance. Mr Palmer is a qualified masseur” announced the BEN.
(They don’t write ’em like that anymore!)

Swedish drill, eh! It made no difference. Injuries continued to
plague the team, up to seven players being incapacitated at one time
The Liverpool perspective was unsurprisingly “we murdered ’em”
or another, though thankfully not to the bedrock Wedlock. Neverwhilst at the same time expressing admiration for City’s keeper who theless, 13/14 was a better season and City finished comfortably top
distinguished himself for the second year in a row in the FA Cup:
half, in eighth place. However, for a fourth season in a row Round
“For fully quarter of an hour did our forwards level shots at the
One of the FA Cup was to prove an insurmountable hurdle.
City custodian, not weak, puny efforts, but deadly drives from all
ranges, and yet Ware stopped them all. It was a case of Ware versus Keeper Harry Clay had retired, after a long and distinguished City
Liverpool, and the young keeper gave a splendid exhibition. He was career, and manager Hedley had brought in Amateur international
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Ted Howling, a Teesside lad, to compete with Tommy for the No.1
jersey. Like the season before, Tommy had to bide his time as
Howling was preferred at the start of the season. Like the season
before, an injury opened the door, Howling was hurt at Clapton
Orient on Christmas Day and Tommy stepped in for the return at
Ashton Gate on Boxing Day. He kept his place for the remainder of
the season.

and exciting play ensued round the City goal, Ware again coming
into the picture diving to the ground and clearing from a bunch of
players”

having drawn Southern League opponents in Round One of the
Cup for the second time in three years. This time City were
expected to progress, Rangers form and quality of player not being
comparable to that of Herbert Chapman’s Northampton two years
earlier.

“The Rangers played frantically and Trainer Palmer signalled the
minutes as they passed but the City scarcely needed encouragement. They played real cup tie football but could not beat back the
Rangers’ rushes, and, with six minutes to go, Burch with a fast
drive, gained the equalising goal…. Ware played brilliantly in the
last few minutes when the Rangers threatened”.

City twice took the lead in the game, the BEN reporting that after
the second goal “things were now going all in favour of the City,
and their supporters were on the best of terms with themselves,
cheering on their favourites lustily. Then the Rangers woke up to
THE FA CUP 1914:Queens Park Rangers v Bristol City the seriousness of their position, Burch ramming home a terrific
shot which Ware smartly cleared… Fortune had hard luck, Ware
pushing the ball out from under the bar with time running short…
On 10 January 1914, City travelled to London to play QPR,

City started and finished the season well enough but form was in
and out over the winter months and the team had slipped into the
lower half of the table at New Year and FA Cup time. Perhaps in
an effort to break a sequence of three Round One exits in a row,
manager Hedley announced after a home win against Bradford
Park Avenue on 3 January, , “We shall not go to Portishead as I
understand has been the City practice. The team will be specially
trained but they will not go beyond the Long Ashton golf links”.

So a disappointing draw, with Rangers finishing the stronger team,
the BEN noting: “Ware added to his reputation as a goalkeeper”.
The replay was played the following Wednesday, kicking off at
2.15 in case extra-time was needed (another 40 years before Ashton
Gate had floodlights!). Not that anyone in south Bristol was overconfident, mind you:

During the week, the BEN kept tabs on City’s preparations thus,
Tuesday: “The players are in strict training at Long Ashton playing golf, taking sprinting exercise and some ball practice, while
trainer Palmer’s Swedish drills are carried out as required”.
Wednesday: “As relaxation from their arduous training 16
members of Bristol City Football club with Messrs Hedley
(Manager) and Palmer (Trainer) had some pleasant games of
skittles, billiards and whist at the Long Ashton village club. The
Ashtonians were too good for the footballers at billiards and
skittles but the visitors managed to turn the tables on their hosts at
whist”
Thursday: “On Thursday evening the team will visit the Prince’s
Theatre pantomime.”
Whist, golf, and the panto, eh? I wonder how the football went on
the Saturday: “It was a hopeful band which assembled on the
platform at Temple Meads today as a special train bound for
Queens Park in the Cup with 2,000 City excursionists aboard...
everybody was merry and bright in anticipation of a successful
return. The players were reported to be in the pink of condition.
The supporters’ concertinas, songs, and strings of repartee were
insistent… while nearly everybody made it a point of honour to
wear the City colours”. Well so far, so good…
“Park Royal is a bijou enclosure. It is a pocket edition of some of
the palatial grounds in the north… the playing pitch is under size
compared to Ashton Gate and the rails are scarcely two yards
from the touchline. The greasy, wet pitch was cutting up during a
first half mixed in character and we saw much heroic play. The
Rangers wingers were extremely energetic, and the City halves had
all their work cut out… play was too frantic, suffering from that
nerve-wracking disease “cup tie fever” but there was plenty of
dash and sparkle about the display…
“Fortune – not the capricious old dame, but the player – had a
chance, and put in a good shot but Ware was well aware of the
wary winger’s intentions and cleared, although he was charged
over and injured by Gregory… A series of corner kicks followed

Ruddy Nora, what’s that all about! And you can guess the rest,
right? Bright weather and a frosty, hard pitch with a covering of
sand suited the Rangers hard-running style, although how the
match was still 0-0 on 90 minutes is anyone’s guess, both teams
guilty of wasteful finishing. Neither keeper was overly busy, but
it’s worth noting the BEN’s comment: “Ware, who is always a
popular man with the Ashton Gate crowd, saved in the coolest
manner possible with several opponents near at hand…”. As it
was, two late goals in the second period of extra-time won the game
for the visitors and City’s poor form in the FA Cup since reaching
the Final in 1909 had continued.
By August the world was at war. Although discharged from the
Army, Tommy had remained on the Reserve List, as was the
practice. So with war declared he was called up, enlisting as a
Gunner with the Royal Field Artillery.
Previewing the new 1914/15 season, the BEN wrote on 22 August
1914: “The war has taken Ware, the brilliant and reliable City
goalkeeper. He came with good recommendations but no prominent name in football select circles, and just when the City badly
needed a goalkeeper shaped so well that he became a club ‘fixture’.
Nobody would dream of missing out Ware in the signing on programme. We all wish (him) success in his Army career, and hope
to see him back when the war is over”. In the months ahead
Tommy was to need all the bravery and physical attributes he had
shown playing for the City.

We have been able to piece together the following about Tommy’s life before
and after his brief but brilliant career with BCFC.
He was born on 16 October 1885 in the parish of St. Philip and St. Jacob. He
grew up in what we now call Old Market, a strongly working class area in
the 1880s as a cursory glance at a contemporaneous map of the City shows:
the railway, collieries, steel and brick works, brewers, tanners, potters, distilleries, slaughter houses, the wheelwright business of your correspondent’s
great grandfather. Plus something marked as a “Vitriol Works”!
Via the wonders of the internet we find Tommy was the middle of five kids,
3 brothers and a sister, born to Charles and Amelia. Both his Father and
Grandfather were Labourers. Humble beginnings then. The 1891 Census
shows Tommy as a ‘scholar’ so he’s doing ok, he’s at school which will be
either Hannah More or St. Nick’s RC, both by Trinity Police Station (as is
now and was then). Then something goes wrong.

Military records confirm that Tommy “died of wounds” on 1 May 1915
at Poperinghe, which was to the east of Ypres, well behind the front line
where the field hospitals were stationed. So he was wounded some time
between 22 April and 1 May. Close reading of the Diary kept by 146
Brigade RFA identifies only one occasion on which Tommy’s 367
Battery took casualties between those dates:
Zonnebeke, 25 April 15, 7.30pm. 366 & 367 Batt. again heavily shelled
one section of 367 had a whole detachment killed and wounded except
one man

A sign of the times: it took six weeks for news of his passing to reach Bristol,
the Bristol Times & Mirror announcing on 17 June, ‘Death of Bristol City
Goalkeeper. The news will be heard with genuine regret of the death of
Gunner Tom Ware, No.46806, an employee of Messrs. J.S. Fry and Sons and
In the 1901 Census we find Tommy described as an ‘inmate’ at Cliftonwood a goalkeeper for Bristol City but so far we have been unable to ascertain
Certified Industrial School and no sign of his parents. Certified Schools
where his death occurred. Ware was a local-born player who was found by
were residential and established to give schooling and a basic trade (Tommy Bristol City when he was home on furlough during 1911-12, when he depuis listed as a ‘tailor’) for neglected, destitute, homeless kids; the disorderly or tised in a few matches for Clay. In 1912-13, having left the Army, he came in
truant; those likely to fall into a life of crime because they’re consorting with when Clay damaged his leg in saving a goal against Blackpool on November
known criminals or prostitutes...a Dickensian, Oliver Twist world.
6th and was never absent afterwards. The next season he was again absent
from the earlier matches, but having once got into the team never lost his
The school, later called Mardyke School, was situated at the top of the hill
behind the Mardyke pub on Hotwells Road but had initially been situated in place, rendering good service. Mr. Conrad P. Fry, in a note conveying the
news, writes: “We shall much miss him, both at Ashton Gate and Union
Pennywell Road, St Philips. It would have kept records of admittance and
Street, for he was as true and loyal to the firm as he was to the Bristol City
discharge but these were destroyed when the Bristol Records Office was hit
Football Club, and that is saying a good deal. ‘May he rest in eternal peace’
in the Blitz of 1941. But an examination of remaining Annual Reports
indicates that, at 16, lads had previously left to join the Army, some even as will, I am sure, be the prayer of all those who have known and admired
him”.’
musicians; one lad in the 1860s joined the Scots Rifles… we are back to
Colchester and the 1911 Census. Suffice to say, he wouldn’t be the first
Interestingly, this indicates after his discharge from the Army, Tommy was
young lad, fallen on hard times and with little education, to see the Army as employed by Fry’s (possibly arranged by City) in their huge factory in
a way out. It’s reasonable to assume too, that the Army is where Tommy
Broadmead. Might it also explain why at the start of the seasons in 1912 and
discovered his aptitude for 1913, he was regarded as the back-up rather than first choice?
football. The game was
hugely popular amongst
On 3 May 1915, two days after Tommy died, Lt. Col John McRae a
soldiers, the Army seeing
Canadian serving as a Gunner and medical officer, penned his celebrated
it as a way to keep them fit poem ‘In Flanders Fields’. It is because of McRae’s poem that the poppy
if nothing else. There has
was adopted as a symbol of remembrance. Tommy’s artillery brigade had
been fierce interbeen supporting Canadian infantry troops on the night he was wounded
regimental and interforces competition since
Postscript. October 2014.
foot was first applied to
Poperinge is a quiet Belgian town seven miles west of Ypres, a small place
Above, RFA Football team, Germany 1919
ball. The Army has its
with a big history, in particular of the First World War. Top brass HQ was
own FA, the Royal
based here; it had good rail links so troops were arriving or departing, and
Engineers Regiment got to
the wounded were treated at the many ‘Casulaty Clearing Stations’ to be
the first three FA Cup
sent back to the Front or on to French ports and home to Blighty. Troops on
Finals, winning in 1875…
leave from the front would
and so on. So the Army,
come here to relax too - The
then football, set Tommy
Talbot House has now been
back on his feet, gave him
restored and houses a fascia purpose. All was going
nating museum. So ‘Pop’ as
swimmingly, he had most
Above, a WW1 Royal Field Artillery
it was referred to, was the
probably spent the sumdetachment such as Tommy Ware’s
bustling hub of Allied operamer of 1914 looking fortions in this part of the Westward to the new season, due to kick off in September.
ern Front. On the midweek
By December, Gunner Ware (46806), V Corps, 28th Division Royal Field
day we visited it was considArtillery, 146 Brigade, 367 Battery, ‘B’ Coy was encamped at Winchester
erably quieter, overcast and
preparing to embark for the Western Front.
cold but echoes of The Great
War were all about.
From the War Diary of 146 Brigade, RFA. Dec 1914 - Oct 1915
18 Jan 15 marched to Southampton, sailed at 5pm on SS Matheran;
19 Jan 15 arrived Le Havre 10am after a calm crossing;
1 Feb 15 arrived Ypres, into the front line at Zwarteleen sector, west of Ypres
(Saw continuous action for next two months, then...)
11 April 15 moved to the Zonnebeke sector, west of Ypres
Then comes the start of the Second Battle of Ypres; this was the first time
gas was deployed as a weapon of war, and the Allies were ill-prepared
(basically told to piss on some cloth and hold it to your mouth!)
22 April 15 4pm The German attack preceded by discharge of volumes of
asphyxiating gas
For the next few days Tommy’s 367 Battery are in the thick of the action.

Turn Left out of the train
station and then Right and
you’re in New Street
(‘Nieuwstraat’), a narrow
residential road leading,
after a ten minute walk, to
The Old Military Cemetery.
It’s small, space for just 450.
In grave II.L.9 lies Tommy
Ware, brave soldier and
footballer.
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